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Interview with 

Shri Vinod Kumar
Director, IGNFA

Know Your Faculty 

Q. Favorites

Place: Rajhans location in the Chilika 

Lake

Holiday destination: Pahalgam, 

Manali and Chakrata

Movie: Madhumati and DDLJ

Actor / Actress: Dilip Kumar,  

Dharmendra, Nutan and Kajol

Book: Urmila

Author: Ramdhari Singh 'Dinkar'

Hobby: Photography

Personality:  Amitabh Bachhan
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Nothing Else I Wanna Do… Chandu B Tashildar Priyanka GahlotTrain versus Trainee

Train Trainee

People sleep on berths Trainees sleep on chairs

Railway tracks are fixed Course tracks are fixed

Bogies are laid back to back Classes are conducted back to back

Trains have reservations Trainees also have seat reservation 

People de-board the train at their stop Trainees de-board studies when they join the service

Inefficient waste management Difficult ppt management

Without tickets, fear of TT Without rain, fear of PT

Engine gets exhausted in long long journey Trainees get exhausted in long long training 

Station Master control the track Course Director masters the training

Trains move from station to station Trainees move from attachment to attachmentsss…
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When it comes to an end, a new beginning follows… Diksha Bhandari

“It is good to say goodbye sometimes, as new places and new 

people are waiting you to bring new experiences in your life...”

 Life is a journey, which starts with birth and ends in death. In between, there are many halts; experiences, 

events, incidents and accidents. Here, I am not trying to be philosophical but my intention is to take  you to those 

moments in which we have to say 'goodbye' to someone. It becomes more difficult when we have to leave 

people and the places with which we have thousands of memories attached. We know that we can come back to 

these places and people again but time once passed will never come back. It will remain in our memory to make 

us cry and smile all at one.

 Down the memory lane, wonderful MOMENTS were lived. Moments turning into experiences, the very 

essence of life. They contain a whole world in them. These moments are the only ones that stay with us 

throughout our lives in the form of memories. The moment of meeting or separating from a loved one brings 

back the related memories all the way back to the present. Once again, life takes us back to that unforgettable 

time which we want to re-live but we cannot.

 We conceal an ocean of emotion in ourselves and these are those rare moments in which all those emotions 

are at their high. The idea, that our life is going to be without the people around us, makes us uncomfortable 

and extremely emotional. The life, which is compatible with the present, suddenly starts its search for a reality. 

And then we try to hold on to those slipping moments, which passed us by.

 Nothing is forever, as change is an inevitable part of life. It is hard to part away with the things that have 

become inseparable from our lives. But for letting new things to add themselves on the canvas of life, we have to 

bid farewell to the outgoing things by allowing them to be with us in our memories and, welcome the new 

things by making space for them in our present. Since it is comparatively easy to say hello than to say goodbye, a 

HELLO with a SMILE is the best thing to  start a new beginning.

Working Plan Exercise - A Memoir Samuel Vanlalngheta Pachuau
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Memories...Memories...Memories...



Memories...Memories...Memories...
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 By Sudha ...Life then                                           Life now...

Life as IFS Probationer- An Engineer's Perspective! Anant Shankar 

Prater's book of Fauna and something called “herbarium collection”. The latter is the most tedious and difficult 

job for us during the tours- collecting the leaves, preserving and pasting them on the herbarium file and then 

identifying their taxonomy (special thanks to our saviors - botanists and foresters of our batch for 

identification)! We are now a year-old here and past two long tours, but majority of us still falter at identifying 

flora and fauna. I guess it's a long learning process and one would surely be home someday.

 Systematic Botany is one course which we would not like to remember- it's a subject even pure botanists 

would sweat over. Taxonomy is something like an ocean for us, diving deep into which would reveal the 

complexities of the botanical world, but alas we are hydrophobic! :-P Those floral formulae and their associates 

are still a mystery!

 But as the flip sides of a coin, there is a brighter side for us- the courses like Forest Mensuration, Statistics, 

Biometry, and Engineering etc. where one feels right at home. You finally get a chance to keep your head high. 

You're deliberately made group leaders and even if you are not one, you are the one de-facto. All look to you for 

calculations part and yes, there you are - basking in the glory- clearing your concepts, arguing with fellow mates 

over some misunderstood ones, taking a hit at the age-old traditions of forestry and even finding a few devising 

their own silvicultural systems and practices! We got 'em all!

 The Working Plan is the culmination stage where your mathematical skills coalesce with the half-baked 

forestry principles. You learn a great deal and start identifying yourself with the service in a better manner. 

Nothing is better than the fieldwork. Although, the viva afterwards certainly takes out a lot of fizz from you.

 All in all, with one year of training period over and the fate of much-hyped OJT still hanging in balance, we 

can say for sure that there have been developments in the right direction to mold us as true foresters and yes, 

there are many things unlearnt and several new learnings. Still there is plenty to dwell upon and experience to be 

gained while walking through the woods of the country--- as the lines by Robert Frost go- 

“And miles to go before I sleep,

And miles to go before I sleep.”
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Credits: Sudha, Shaveta & Nandani
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She rose above, with grace

She looked around with elegance;

I saw this beautiful face.

I caught just a glimpse, a glance,

my heart, but leaped in dance.

Was it her or was it chance?

The radiance beat the midnight moon,

A sting passed through, a harpoon

the moment, I felt, had come too soon.

No words said, but yet heard,

Serene and silent, the moment passed

A thousand questions my mind asked. 

She vanished into a haze,

Like the morning mist at the harsh suns gaze 

Memories of her I cannot erase

A drop rolled down my cheek

Am I human enough to cry, so meek?

Where can I find those answers I seek?

Through the hue, I tried to pursue

I called out - "My dear, where are you?"

 A lonely whisper, I heard - "in you..."

In remembrance of a dear old lady 

who lived down the lane.

Angel
Memories are difficult to forget, the helplessness difficult to explain. A loss is never justifiable.

   - Suman W M Sivachar
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Chandu B TashildarCrossword

TO THE PEOPLE OF “MY” INDIA
     - Isha Tiwari

Wide blue sky

Their dreams flying high

Eyes, shining with hopes

Streets of gold,

New wings, shaky ropes.

Self-belief, their armor

Will to survive

Something they nurture

Lying in arms of nature

These are special people

Part of human race

True, clean with no shiny lace

Being similar yet different

Among us but innocent

Carving their own niche

They smile, even with little bit.

They outshine

All worldly lies.

No fake life, 

No pleasure ties

Life is to love,

Even black is white

Living in harmony

With land and ocean blue

They inspire me

Inspire to be me

Inspire to be true

Away from hollowness

Close to own self

Breathing pure and just

In soil, living free

They are real

They are….

Part of You and Me.

Moments
 - Zupeni Tsanglai

Moving ahead of time

Driven by purpose of life

Answer many questions

Yearning to know more

Looking for moments,

Moments to remember

 Seeking for fortune

            Success in everything

 Minding every step

 Mesmerized by richness

            Looking for moments

            Moments to remember

Innocence on the face

Listening to the heart

Grabbing the opportunity

Lest I forget the past

Looking for moments 

Moments to remember

  Creating happy memories

            Every teardrop speaks 

            Seeking the joy of living

            Appreciating the gift of life

            Looking for moments

            Moments to remember…
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